Get ready to sing the praises of the
New S&P Songsmith
Simon & Patrick acoustic guitars offer up something special at
NAMM with the new S&P Songsmith
For immediate release:
Montreal, Canada- January 9th, 2007- Making its official debut at this years winter NAMM
Show in Anaheim, the new Simon & Patrick Songsmith plays the right tune for players everywhere and their wallets.
Finely crafted in Canada by Montreal based Godin Guitars, the S&P Songsmith delivers
incredible value, impeccable craftsmanship and a sound that will inspire players and fledgling songwriters to get that tune inside of their heads out to the masses.
Available in both dreadnought and folk size models, the Songsmith features wild cherry back
and sides along with Select Pressure Tested solid spruce tops delivering a very responsive
and well balanced sound. The procedure of pressure testing each top insures that only the
best quality tops will be chosen for their high level of stiffness and rigidity, which translates to
an optimal level of harmonic vibration in the top. The comfortable necks on the Songsmiths
are made from silver leaf maple and feature the new Integrated Set neck system, which adds
increased stability through varying changes in climate. Other features include the vintage
appeal of a semi-gloss varnish burst finish, wood inlay rosette, contoured headstock, cream
double binding, a double function truss rod and Tusq nuts and fully compensated saddles.
The new S&P Songsmith…
From tradition, with passion, for players.
About Godin Guitars:
With its early beginnings in 1972, the Godin Guitar family now includes 6 lines of
guitars. These include the renowned Godin electric line, as well as the finely
crafted acoustic lines such as Seagull, Simon & Patrick, Norman, Art & Lutherie
and LaPatrie nylon stringed classical guitars. Godin Guitars is also the manufacturer of the revolutionary TRIC acoustic guitar case. Based in Montreal Quebec,
this Canadian company has 6 factories, 5 of which are located in the Eastern
Townships of Quebec and 1 located in Berlin New Hampshire.

SPECS:
Neck: Silver leaf maple
Fingerboard: Indian Rosewood
Top: Select Pressure Tested Solid Spruce
Back & Sides: Wild Cherry
Bridge: Indian Rosewood
Saddle: Tusq (fully compensated)
Top Nut: Tusq
Finish: Semi-gloss varnish burst Finish
Scale: 24.84" (63 cm)
Radius: 16" (40,6 cm)
Nut Width: 1.72" (4,34 cm)
Optional electronics: B-band A3.2

www.simonandpatrick.com
Simon & Patrick Guitars are handcrafted in LaPatrie, Québec Canada.
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